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Can communication design be used to educate visitors to 
New Zealand on the idiosyncrasies of our spoken identity? 
Deciphering our ‘invisible language’ will enable a rich and  
more authentic experience of our culture.

Xylophone Yeah nah?

An area between tu hullsWest Undies are choice at crickeyScoring with the Ruggaz ballTo be talented

Same everywhere I mean nah

hear in  
nu zillund
Language is a gateway into understanding culture.  
In recent years New Zealand has experienced an 
explosion of immigrants and tourists (Statistics New 
Zealand, 2014). This is evidence of our growing  
multi-cultural sphere of communication and a signifier 
of global desire to experience our culture.The areas 
of experience that are important to culture tend to get 
encoded in their languages (Holmes, 2011). As an 
example, our Maori heritage is a significant part of  
our national identity; ‘Kia Ora’ is commonly heard as  
a greeting.

Language is a means of constructing our social identity. 
We signal our gender, ethnic, and professional identity 
through our linguistic choices. This project will visualise 
the spoken identity of NZ culture to inform international 
audiences of existing and emerging dialects and many 
of our verbalised quirks. 

As part of my design strategy, I have chosen Te Papa 
as my client, as a means to explore the placement of 
my project. My major project resonates with its quoted 
ethos, that Te Papa is our ‘national museum, renowned 
for being bicultural, scholarly, innovative, and fun. Our 
success is built on our relationships with and ability 
to represent our community’ (Te Papa, 2014). I intend 
to fill a gap in the ‘Slice of Heaven’ exhibition, which 
introduces audiences to our rich history from 20th 
Century New Zealand and onwards. However, there 
is currently no medium that celebrates our quirky 
reinvention of the English language. 

I am proposing to reuse a section of the Te Papa 
Espresso café to reflect a welcoming, everyday lounge 
setting, as a step to creating a more social experience. 
Semiotics, language, environmental graphics and a set 
of publications will work together in this experience to 
provoke, actively engage and educate audiences in our 
spoken identity.
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    Erik Spiekermann

editorial wordplay
An exploration of editorial elements

Pradasphere 
Immersive exhibition in the notion of natural history

handlettered typography
An exploration of handwritten colloquialisms

Visual queues
Environamental graphics to provoke discussion

What We Say and 
hoW We Say it makeS 
a difference. if We 
Want to SPeak to 
PeoPle, We need to 
knoW their language.


